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Abstract: To solve the challenges of digital investigation in virtual environments, we propose the use of distributed agents to ensure valid and continuous network traffic observations in these environments. As one of the most relevant new evolution in information technology, cloud computing demands a flexible and highly dynamic infrastructure, provided by the virtualization of systems, networks and storage. However investigating computer related crime in these environments a necessity. Current techniques like computer or network forensic investigation are not suitable for these environments. The migration of virtual machines changes the environment permanently, thus every running investigation is aggravated. Our approach of open source based, distributed agents is able to implement viable investigations in these virtual environment.
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1 Introduction

The relevance of virtual environments increases with the evolution of cloud computing. Hence a modern datacenter uses dynamic, flexible and highly automated infrastructures to provide the services. Static implementations are not flexible enough, therefore virtual machines (VM) replacing physical servers and virtual networks overlaying the physical network.

The necessity of digital investigation is still existing, even in virtual environments. Current methods of digital investigation in traditional environments are proved and well-known. The analysis of personal computers, servers or network data is done with tools and frameworks, which support the investigator and automate necessary steps. But mostly all tools and techniques of nowadays digital investigations are mainly limited to static systems and fail in virtual environments with their frequent changes. These environments raise different issues which impede the digital investigation of a system of interest (SOI) in law enforcement [SEK15].
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In this paper we present an approach of using open source based, distributed agents to implement digital investigation in these environments. The agents communicate with a central server and collect predefined data inside the environment autonomously. If an agent finds relevant data, the server is noticed and depending on the policy various actions are available. A first implementation of such an autonomous system named ForCon was presented at [SKE17]. ForCon ensures valid and ongoing network forensic investigation in OpenFlow networks in combination with Open vSwitch instances. The expansion of ForCon to gather different data improves computer forensic investigation in virtual networks. The distributed agents monitor the environment and in case of a starting migration of the SOI, the server is informed and as a consequence subsequent steps are initiated. Thus a combination of network and computer forensic investigations supported by distributed agents increases the success of a given examination.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we list related work regarding the fields of digital investigation in law enforcement and forensics examination in virtual environments. Background information regarding virtual environments is summarized in Section 3, the field of digital investigation is described in Section 4. The use of distributed agents to improve digital investigation in cloud environments is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper and gives an outlook on our future research.

2 Related Work

Different research has been done in the area of digital investigation and virtual environments. Most of the work is limited to aspects like the analysis of attacks or network security. The special demands of law enforcement are discussed in [AFCF13], [Na01] and [Na04].

Research with a focus on digital investigations in virtual environments are presented in [Eu16] with a focus on lawful interception and retained data or in [DS13] with a first implementation named FROST to perform digital investigation in OpenStack clouds. [FF14] describe the detection of anomalies and identification of the source in software defined networks (SDN). [Ag14] implements tracing in SDN to fulfill digital investigation.

The use of open source in digital investigation is discussed in [Ca03] and in [Ga10] with a view of the possibilities and limitations of open source tools and the possible benefit of closed source tools.

3 Virtual Environment

The architecture of a modern datacenter differs from traditional environments. In the past, single servers were installed to host only a few specific services like webservers, databases or applications. Today virtual machines connected to a virtual networks are deployed to the customer. Hundreds or thousand of VMs are hosted on very powerful servers called
compute nodes simultaneously. The management is performed by a virtual machine monitor [SN05].

The use of VMs improves the overall resource usage, increases the flexibility and simplifies the administration, but the maintenance of these VMs is still cumbersome. Aspects like security, isolation and interconnection raise additional tasks to the provider. Common tools and protocols like MPLS or VLAN are able to separate the different VMs, but they are limited in the number of possible networks and fail to provide all requirements of virtual environments. Hence the next step led to the use of virtual networks, which use new network protocols like VXLAN [Ma14], GENEVE [Gr17] and NVGRE [GW15] or new paradigms like SDN or network function virtualization (NFV) [Eu14].

The new protocols use encapsulation to transfer the given network packets and eradicate the limitations of MPLS and VLAN by increasing the number of usable logical networks. The use of SDN provides a higher flexibility by using a central controller and the programmability of the network. NFV converts common hardware devices in software functions, which simplifies the deployment of needed network functions.

4 Digital investigation

Law enforcement agencies perform digital forensic investigation to examine crimes in information technology, often described as cyber crime, by recovering and analyzing information found in digital devices. A common investigation uses three well-defined steps:

- **Saving**
  The relevant data is copied and stored for the subsequent tasks.

- **Analyzing**
  The stored data is analyzed to extract relevant information, and find important data.

- **Presenting**
  The results are processed to a report which lists the performed tasks and provides a comprehensible documentation.

Depending on the target system and the environment, different specialized branches of digital investigation are used. This leads to various possible implementations like computer, network or mobile phone forensics and application-specific areas like database or multimedia forensics.

5 Distributed agents

As described in Section 4, different areas of digital investigation exist, each of them with adapted methods, frameworks and tools. To perform digital investigation in a datacenter,
the most relevant fields are computer and network forensic investigation. Especially the network forensic investigation is used by law enforcement agencies to capture the network traffic of a SOI. In combination with computer forensics, the analysis of the collected data is simplified because of the additional information.

But these current methods fail in modern virtual environments. Problems like data access, VM migration, flexibility, legal issues and multitenancy impede all phases of digital investigation [SE16]. One of the most critical issues is the possibility to migrate a VM from one physical host to another. The movement of this SOI raises different challenges to the investigator, which might affect computer as well as network forensics. Capture processes in network forensic investigations are interrupted if the SOI moves to another compute node and subsequently uses another network interface to transmit the network data. Carving techniques to retrieve deleted data will find different file fragments, but the assignment to the SOI gets more complicated in dynamic environments with lots of movements.

ForCon is an implementation for digital investigation in OpenFlow networks, which uses distributed agents to identify a SOI and to prepare the capture process. On the one hand, the so-called sdn-agents extract various data out of the connected devices and monitor the involved compute nodes and gather relevant information of changes in the network. If these changes are crucial for the running capture process, ForCon is able to reconfigure the capture process to ensure the ongoing packet capture. On the other hand, special agents named mirror-agents establish tunnel connections between the involved sdn-agent and itself to transfer the copied network traffic. The agents communicate with the ForCon and interact autonomously inside the virtual environment.

We propose the use of distributed agents to also improve the analysis of involved compute nodes. These hosting systems might be involved only for a short period of time, but in this interval relevant information might be created and stored on the virtual hard disk. If the VM is moved to another server, these information get lost because this system releases the storage space after the migration is finished. If the storage space is not allocated anymore, the hypervisor assigns it to other VMs. So all information of the SOI stored in this area are lost after the migration. This might occur again and again, and the movement leads to perpetually changing compute nodes and different storage locations. Without knowing the actual storage area the investigator only has the notice of the last compute node, which limits the ability to acquire relevant storage. The information of prior storage pools is stored in different files and devices like the hosting system, a logging device or the cloud controller. The extraction is faced with various issues like different file format, diverging designation of systems and the overflowing number of log entries in a highly dynamic infrastructure, which requires a cumbersome analysis, which can hardly be automated.

The use of ForCon and the implemented monitoring in combination with a subsequent extraction of these information eradicates these problems and improves computer forensic investigations. If an agent informs ForCon about changes inside the network, various information are exchanged. ForCon extracts the relevant information and informs the
involved agents with predefined messages. By announcing a special message (announcement-message) containing information about the compute node, the investigator is notified and might start additional processes like imaging and carving of the virtual filesystem or live forensic investigation. A timely notification facilitates the extraction of volatile memory, whereby the subsequent analysis might retrieve important information like encryption keys, open network connections and recently used commands [Li14]. Without this monitoring convenient live forensic investigations are hardly feasible.

6 Conclusion

The evolution of modern DC from static implementations to flexible and dynamic virtual environments is still ongoing. Traditional methods of digital investigation in these infrastructures will fail because of the dynamic and flexibility. We presented a new approach of distributed agents acquiring the data of involved compute nodes running a SOI. By expanding the agent-based framework ForCon, which implements network forensic investigation in OpenFlow networks, additional information gathered by the agents eradicate issues of computer forensic investigation.

The agent running on the involved compute node monitors the system and manipulates flows to capture the network traffic of the SOI. By expanding this functionality, the involved agent running on a specific compute node might start imaging or carving processes.

The combination of network and computer forensics improves the entire digital investigation process in law enforcement, requiring forensic valid and sound evidence. Whereas ForCon as a network forensic framework is successfully implemented and tested in different situations, the use of distributed agents to extract additional information still needs to be evaluated and tested in detail, which is a topic for future research. ForCon is using an open source approach which facilitates the development of adapted agents for different vendors and implementations like VMWare, KVM and Hyper-V.
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